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Ad Anckarsvard, Karin. The Mysterious Schoolmaster; tr. from the Swedish by
5-7 Annabelle MacMillan; illus. by Paul Galdone. Harcourt, 1959. 190p. $3.
In a spy story translated from the Swedish, two youngsters in secondary school,
Cecilia and Michael, stumble upon the fact that there is something very peculiar
about the new physics teacher. By the time the teacher and his accomplice have been
caught in their plan to map fortifications, Cecilia and Michael have been involved in
dangerous incidents, but have been instrumental in foiling espionage in a manner that
is dashing, foolhardy, and not completely believable. Writing style seems not to suf-
fer in translation, being smooth and colloquial. The background, a small Swedish
coastal town, is interesting; the universality of adolescent problems is engagingly
presented in a brief tangential episode in which a small group of girls determinedly
gives a dancing party.
R Angle, Paul McClelland, comp. The American Reader; From Columbus to To-
7- day, by Those Who Were There; illus. by Franz Altschuler. Rand McNally,
1958. 703p. $7.50.
A compilation of material from original sources that gives highlights in the Amer-
ican record, covering the years from 1492 to 1958. Each selection is introduced
briefly by some explanatory quotation from a book, magazine, newspaper account,
or historical record concerned with the topic. A letter about the Stamp Act, written
by the Acting Governor of Virginia, for example, is prefaced by several paragraphs
taken from the Journals of the House of Burgesses. Useful and interesting supple-
mentary material for the high school student, and for teachers to use with younger
pupils, although it is best suited to the more advanced seventh grade pupil.
R Asimov, Isaac. Words of Science; And the History Behind Them; illus. by
7-12 William Barss. Houghton, 1959. 266p. $5.
A fascinating book, both for the reader interested in science and the reader inter-
ested in language and words. Two hundred and fifty words are given one-page expla-
nations, but each word is used as a starting point for giving the histories and deri-
vations of other words related by concept or etymology. The choice of words is, of
necessity, rather arbitrary, but the selection is well-balanced and comprehensive;
the author has defined his field broadly and includes "grammar" and "liberal arts"
as words of science. The material will be of greatest interest to those with a back-
ground in science, although the simplified explanations may seem inadequate to se-
rious students; the clarity of writing and the interest of the words themselves
should carry the non-scientific reader. Useful for class work in science and in Eng-
lish. Format is attractive, and the excellent index includes all names and words ex-
plained in the text.
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NR Bangert, Ethel E. Polly Perry, TV Cook. Putnam, 1959. 182p. $2.75.
7-9
After twice making a fool of herself in TV work because she had no training, Polly
Perry takes a course in TV acting and is immediately given an important show of
her own on a San Francisco station. Along the way she acquires a fiance. The plot
and characterizations are patterned, and the background information, while interest-
ing, sometimes obtrudes on the story line. The point that one needs training and ex-
perience for TV work is a good one, but is better made in Cavanna's Stars in Her
Eyes.
AD Bartlett, Robert Merrill. They Stand Invincible; Men Who Are Reshaping Our
7-10 World. Crowell, 1959. 261p. $3.50.
Brief biographies and descriptions of the work of several men noted for social and
humanitarian work. Some of the subjects, such as Albert Schweitzer and Martin
Luther King are well-known, while others are not so much in the public eye-Abbe
Pierre, Vinoba Bhave. The material is interesting and the book would be useful as
discussion material as well as for individual reading by young people interested in
social service. However, the writing style lacks the vigor which the subjects de-
serve, and there is not great depth to the presentations.
M Becker, Beril. Mechanical Man; illus. by Gyula Zilzer. Putnam, 1959. 192p.
5-9 (A Science Survey Book) $2.95.
After devoting a first section to Leonardo da Vinci, the author traces the develop-
ment of machines from early steam engines to modern computers and space craft.
The material is interesting, and the way in which each new invention in turn creates
other new machines is shown in several instances. A potentially useful book, marred
by inadequate organization, unclear technical explanations, and a lack of labeled di-
agrams. While the book does not have reference use, it has some value as supple-
mentary science reading.
R Bergaust, Erik. Rockets around the World. Putnam, 1959. 48p. illus. $2.
6-10
A companion volume to Rockets and Missiles, published in 1957. Photographs on al-
most every page illustrate rockets and missiles that have been built, tested, and op-
erated in many countries. The sections cover some of the models from the United
States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Japan, Sweden, and
Switzerland. A varying amount of information accompanies the photographs; some
missiles described are not illustrated because the information is classified. A use-
ful reference source that concludes with a glossary of the "language of rockets and
missiles." Fourth and fifth grade boys will enjoy examining the pictures even though
the text may not be fully comprehensible.
R Buchanan, Freda M. The Land and People of Scotland. Lippincott, 1959. 128p.
7-10 illus. (Portraits of the Nations Series) $2.95.
An interesting addition to the series. The first seven chapters are devoted to a de-
scription of the land and its exciting history; this is by far the most readable section
of the book. Other chapters examine geographical locations (Glasgow, the Hebrides),
several industries, food, songs of Scotland, games, clothing, and agriculture. Although
extremely useful, the book is not comprehensive. There is, for example, no descrip-
tion of educational institutions, an unfortunate omission in a country so famed for its
medical schools. The book gives background and perspective for an examination of the
contemporary problems of Scotland as well as its perennial appeals. Covers a wider
range of information than does Lauber's Valiant Scots, which deals with problems of
contemporary Highlanders.
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M Bulla, Clyde Robert. The Valentine Cat; illus. by Leonard Weisgard. Crowell,
2-3 1959. 60p. $3.
A picture book in the fairy tale tradition, delightfully illustrated. A homeless black
kitten with a heart-shaped marking falls into the fireplace of a princess when he is
dropped by a cruel chimneysweep who had been using the frightened animal to clean
the chimney. The kitten had been stolen from a cobbler's apprentice who wanted to
be an artist; when the kitten ran away, he was discovered in his old home by the
princess; when the princess saw the lovely paintings of the cobbler's apprentice, she
ordered him to leave his bench and come to the castle to paint for her. Although all
of the elements of the traditional fairy tale are here, the book is over-long and the
story line involved; the cruel treatment of the kitten seems an unnecessary element
-the cleaning having been done by tying the frightened cat to a rope and letting him
scramble up the chimney in a frantic rush to escape.
M Burnett, R. Will. Zoology; An Introduction to the Animal Kingdom; by R. Will
8-10 Burnett, Harvey I. Fisher, and Herbert S. Zim; illus. by James Gordon
Irving. Simon and Schuster, 1958. 160p. (A Golden Nature Guide) $1.
In paperback, an introduction to the study of zoology. A brief description of animal
evolution precedes an outlining of the animal kingdom in which many species are ex-
amined superficially. The processes of reproduction, the science of genetics, the
physiology of animals, and evolution are quickly surveyed; such topics as migration,
adaptation to changing environmental conditions, and geographical distribution of an-
imal life merit each a page or two. While all of the material is accurately presented,
it is neither thorough enough to be used as reference source nor well organized
enough to be used as a handbook. The topics included are too complicated for suc-
cessful presentation in such format. Hardbound edition is also available.
Ad Callahan, Dorothy. Young America's Cook Book; comp. by the Home Institute
5-9 of the New York Herald Tribune; rev. by Dorothy Callahan and Alma Smith
Payne. Scribner, 1959. 312p. illus. $3.95.
A useful book that gives a great deal of general information in addition to the recipes
it includes. Sections on special diets, food preservation, outdoor cookery, equipment
and planning, terminology and measurements have been brought up to date since the
1938 publication of the first edition. There is little here that would not be found in
any good cookbook for adults, however, and a minor drawback is the arrangement of
recipes, which are in some instances scattered through the book. For example, soups:
clam chowder is in the section headed Lunch and Supper; vegetable soup, under Din-
ner; split pea soup, under Camp or Cottage; and chicken broth in the section on Spe-
cial Diets. These are of course listed in the index, but a cook-especially a beginner
-often wishes to compare the recipes for difficulty, time of preparation, or ingredi-
ents on hand.
R Cameron, Eleanor. The Terrible Churnadryne; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush.
4-6 Little, 1959. 125p. $3.
Tom and Jennifer, staying with their grandmother in a California coastal town, were
among the few who believed that there was truly a huge and mysterious beast roam-
ing about. Seldom seen, and then in the fog and mist, the animal was called an
elasmosaur by the curator of the town museum, but to Jennifer it was always the
churnadryne. The story moves convincingly on the border between realism and fan-
tasy; fast-paced, suspenseful writing describes the efforts of the townspeople to
track and trap the churnadryne. Some of the adult characters are overdrawn, but they
do contribute humor to a very readable adventure story.
NR Chastain, Madye Lee. Summer at Hasty Cove; written and illus. by Madye Lee
4-5 Chastain. Harcourt, 1959. 186p. $2.95.
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The Parker family was dismayed to find that Uncle Benjy's cottage at Hasty Cove
was old and dilapidated, but both cottage and equally disreputable boat were repaired
and they all had a happy summer. The book suffers seriously from stereotyped char-
acterization, especially the portraits given of the two Mircher boys, who are consist-
ently but inexplicably nasty. Some of the summer artists are so exaggerated as to be
caricatures. To get revenge for the Mircher boys' behavior, one of the Parker chil-
dren puts soap in the milkshakes that the brothers are selling at a Fair; this uneth-
ical and unpleasant incident goes without reprimand, although the deed is detected
and several people have been affected in addition to the Mirchers.
SpC Clarke, Sara Klein. The Lord Will Love Thee; illus. by Tasha Tudor. West-
4-6 minster, 1959. 48p. $2.50.
yrs.
Passages from the Old Testament, retold in loosely tied and episodic form, giving
the history of the Jewish people, referred to only as the Children of Israel. Text is
simplified, but the language and scope of the book are broad for the small child.
Tudor's illustrations have more color and forcefulness of execution than they do in
most of her work, some of the architectural details having an impressive vigor. The
book is best suited for reading aloud in the home or in the religious education class.
M Clewes, Dorothy. The Happiest Day; illus. by Sofia. Coward-McCann, 1959.
2-3 64p. $2.50.
Penny had been looking forward so much to her first day at school that it was a bit-
ter disappointment to find the children so unfriendly. She was running away when she
stopped to help Robert, who had been her very inhospitable seatmate. Somehow Pen-
ny found that her behavior had earned her schoolmates' approval, and in the rest of
the day she found that school was so pleasant that she could understand why old
Colonel Masters had predicted that this would be the happiest day of her life. Good
writing style and well-constructed plot, but the unmitigated unkindness of the other
children seems exaggerated, and the fact that the teacher would call a child up be-
fore the class and criticize her on the first day of school seems unlikely, especially
since it later developed that the teacher knew that the drawing she was criticizing
had been inserted as a prank by another child. The independent reader in second
grade no longer has the interest in the beginning of school that the first grade child
has; therefore the greatest appeal of the book is to the audience which it just misses.
R Coolidge, Olivia E. Roman People; illus. by Lino Lipinsky. Houghton, 1959.
8-12 243p. $3.00.
Ten well-told short stories of Rome during Augustus' reign, with emphasis on char-
acter and atmosphere. The unexpected success of a small-time operator out to make
an easy dollar; the poignant story of a slave denied romance; an exciting chariot race
in a startlingly modern milieu; the obsession which finally destroys an enormously
wealthy freedman-these themes are representative of the variety offered. For stu-
dents of Latin and history this should provide a fascinating insight into a world that
too often seems dead and remote. The maturity of themes and treatment will be good
experience for any reader who is beginning to explore adult literature.
R Darwin, Charles Robert. The Voyage of the Beagle; abridged and edited by
8- Millicent Selsam; illus. by Anthony Ravielli. Harper, 1959. 327p. $3.95.
Using the text of the revised edition of 1845, Mrs. Selsam has abridged the long ac-
count with discriminating care. Each of the chapters has an interpretative introduc-
tion that is very helpful in understanding the material that follows and in tying to-
gether the text preceding and following. A general introduction at the beginning of
the book gives biographical and scientific background; the editor's note explains the
method of abridgement. Suggestions for further reading about or by Darwin are ap-
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pended; the illustrations are handsome and it is a pleasure to have maps distributed
through the book.
Ad Egner, Thorbj0rn. The Singing Town; tr. by Evelyn Ramsden; illus. and melo-
3-5 dies by the author; lyrics tr. by Leila Berg. Macmillan, 1959. 105p. $2.75.
Translated from Norwegian, this is an entertaining story about a small town in which
all of the populace is prone to break into song in a style somewhat reminiscent of a
Gilbert and Sullivan opera. Only the words are included in the body of the text, the
words with music for about a dozen songs being given at the close of the book. The
chief theme of the nonsensical plot is the regeneration of the town's three robber
brothers. The book seems rather long for the trivial plot, and the language of the
translation may hinder the American reader's enjoyment, since the references to a
tramcar, buttered scones, etc., are more familiar to British readers. The chapters
divide easily, because of their episodic nature, into suitable material to read aloud
in installments to a group. Some of the songs are quite ordinary, but some are fresh
and lively.
Ad Elting, Mary. Helicopter Mystery; illus. by John J. Floherty, Jr. Harvey
6-8 House, 1958. 178p. $2.75.
Three teenage boys on the track of a mysterious poultry thief are especially zealous,
because one of the three is himself suspected by a surly man who breeds minks and
also has a zoo. Aided by the owner of a helicopter, the boys unravel the mystery and
unmask the true culprit; in a satisfying denouement, he is proved to be the very same
surly man who had accused one of the boys. Not outstanding as a mystery, the book
is appealing for the realistic depiction of the boys and their families, and for the good
friendship values presented.
R Ets, Marie Hall. Nine Days to Christmas; by Marie Hall Ets and Aurora
4-7 Labastida; illus. by Marie Hall Ets. Viking, 1959. 48p. $3.25.
yrs.
A charming picture book about a small girl who has a lovely Christmas experience.
Ceci has her own pinata for the first time, and she loves it so that she doesn't want
the other children to break it, although that's what it is for . . . and Ceci, feeling sad,
looks up to see a bright star. The star-shaped pinlata is gone, but the real star will
always be there; the child is comforted. Enchanting illustrations enhance the warmth
of the text, but the great charm of the book is that it shows, not the stereotype of a
Mexican peasant, but an urban middle-class Mexican family and their holiday cus-
toms. The book is somewhat lengthy for kindergarten use but is nevertheless an ap-
pealing Christmas story.
R Evans, Idrisyn Oliver. The Observer's Book of Flags; fully illus. with 80
6- plates in color and 74 line drawings. Warne, 1959. 208p. $1.25.
A useful handbook, hardbound and pocket size. This volume in a British series is
more detailed in the information that it gives about flags and badges of lands of the
United Kingdom than those of other countries, but it serves quite well as an inclu-
sive source. Many international, sports, and transportation flags are included, as
are the flags of all nations, and some historical information about many national
flags. The material is quite up to date, the flag of the United States showing a forty-
ninth star, although the pledge of allegiance is quoted without the phrase "under God."
The index uses heavy type to indicate references to illustrations.
NR Farquhar, Margaret C., ed. Favorite Stories To Read Aloud; comp. by Oscar
3-4 Weigle; illus. by Elizabeth Dauber et al. Grosset, 1959. 511p. $3.95.
An anthology of stories and poems, some of which are traditional nursery stories
and fairy tales, others which have been published more recently. The tales which
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have been abridged and adapted are better in standard versions ("The Emperor's
New Clothes," for example) for reading aloud. Much of the material included is
available in other collections; some of the stories in this volume are inferior in
quality, so that the calibre of the selections is as divergent as is the spread of read-
er (or listener) interest. While the book has been designated as a source for reading
aloud, the maturity level has here been assigned for the range at which most of the
material could be read independently. Illustrations are by five artists; there is no
indication of which artist has done a particular picture; authors are not listed in the
table of contents.
R Fenton, Carroll Lane. Animals That Help Us; The Story of Domestic Animals;
4-6 by Carroll Lane Fenton and Herminie B. Kitchen; illus. by Carroll Lane
Fenton. Day, 1959. 128p. $3.50.
A second in a series of books about living things which human beings raise or use or
keep as pets. The first book was devoted to plants that are used as food, and the two
others proposed are to be on the topics of fruits and domestic birds. This volume,
like the first, gives useful information presented in straightforward and readable
style. The history and the domestication of every animal that is used by men is given,
from guinea pigs to elephants; the early varieties and the common breeds of each
kind of animal are discussed, as are the ways in which men find that animal useful.
R Freeman, Mae (Blacker). You Will Go to the Moon; by Mae and Ira Freeman;
1-2 illus. by Robert Patterson. Random House, 1959. 63p. (A Beginner Book)
$1.95.
Another in the series of books for the beginning independent reader, and an excellent
first book about space flight. The authors describe a three-stage rocket as it blasts
off from Earth and lands at a space station; they tell of the station and the moon-ship
that travels from it. Enough information is given to make space flight comprehensible,
yet difficult concepts and difficult vocabulary are avoided. A section at the back of the
book gives accurate terminology and more complete explanations of phenomena such
as gravity and centrifugal force than are in the text itself. A most useful book.
Ad Friskey, Margaret (Richards). Chicken Little Count-to-Ten; pictures by
4-6 Katherine Evans. Grosset, 1959. 26p. $1.
yrs.
Chicken Little couldn't remember how chickens drink, so he went about and asked...
he asked a cow, two elephants, three camels, four colts, etc. None of their methods
worked for a small chicken, and Chicken Little didn't find out until he was home
again how to tip his head back and drink. Although this is a fairly adequate first count-
ing book, the illustrations are not well chosen for number concepts, and the beginning
reader who can handle the text independently will probably not need a counting book.
A new edition of the 1946 publication.
R Fritz, Jean. How To Read a Rabbit; illus. by Leonard Shortall. Coward-
2-4 McCann, 1959. 58p. $2.50.
A delightful story about a small boy who wanted very much to borrow a rabbit from
the library-the Animal Lending Library. He was too young to be a borrower, so he
asked his big brother; his brother was delighted to borrow animals, but not rabbits
-he wanted animals that were interesting. When, at last, the rabbit had a litter,
Stephen got a rabbit. His own. To keep. Simplicity and warmth in the writing, and a
satisfying dream-come-true plot provide a reading experience of great charm. The
relationship between the brothers is described with perceptive accuracy.
R Gidal, Sonia. Follow the Reindeer; by Sonia and Tim Gidal. Pantheon, 1959.
4-6 78p. illus. $3.50.
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A book that differs somewhat from the series of "My Village Books," since it de-
scribes a nomad family of Lapps in the north of Norway as they migrate to their
summer home. As with the other books, the family life is described by one of the
children, and is profusely illustrated with photographs of an actual Lapp family.
Anders introduces his family and tells of their winter life in the community with
its church and school, the village store, and a circle of friends. The major portion
of the book concerns the trip to the summer camp and the activities while there: a
whole economy based on the reindeer, the herd providing many articles of food,
clothing, transportation, and shelter. Unusual and interesting, although the photo-
graphs are not as varied as those in the other Gidal books, perhaps because the ex-
perience of one family offer less photographic opportunity than do the activities of a
larger community.
NR Griffiths, Helen. Horse in the Clouds; illus. by Pers Crowell. Holt, 1958.
7-8 124p. $2.75.
The story of a boy of thirteen who captures and tames a colt; set in Argentina, al-
though the locale is not convincingly established. A pedestrian horse story, with the
common fault of attributing human powers of thought to an animal: i.e., in describ-
ing a horse, "She did not realize until too late that she was a captive and that her
freedom was lost to her forever." Martin, the boy, is a wooden character who hard-
ly seems to be thirteen when he expresses "surprise and disappointment" on learn-
ing that his parents have been married twenty years, because he thought his mother
was only twenty-one. Writing style is awkward, with long and ornate sentences.
NR Hale, Arlene. Blossoms in the Wind. Winston, 1959. 204p. $2.95.
7-9
After her father's death, Gail Sheppard is determined to become as famous a concert
pianist as he had been; she drives herself to nervous collapse by embarking on a
strenuous round of concerts before she is fully ready. However, a few months in a
mountain retreat cure her of both her driving ambition and her spoiled selfishness.
Gail is a character so unpleasant that her conversion is not very credible. Writing
style and characterization are banal, and there is a minimum of career interest.
Ad Holbrook, Sabra. Getting To Know the Virgin Islands, U.S.A.; illus. by Don
4-6 Lambo. Coward-McCann, 1958. 64p. $2.50.
The history of the Islands is given rather briefly, and the major portion of the book
is devoted to a description of the way of life on the principal islands of the group
that is part of the United States. Government structure, educational system, indus-
try, and folkways are examined. The material on the people themselves-their lan-
guage, customs, and holidays-is informally written and appealing, although there
is an unfortunate emphasis on superstitions of the island. While the text states that
some native islanders are of French, Danish, Scottish, or Irish stock, it refers in
another section to the rich brown skin color of the islanders, which may be confus-
ing to the reader.
R Johnson, Gerald White. America Is Born; A History for Peter; illus. by
5-8 Leonard Everett Fisher. Morrow, 1959. 254p. $3.95.
The first volume of a three-part history of the United States, and the first children's
book written by an author of many historical books for adult readers. Covering the
years from the voyage of Columbus to the Constitutional Convention of 1787, the book
presents vividly the emergence of a new nation from the isolated and self-concerned
communities scattered along the Atlantic coast. Writing style is excellent, but the
chief value of the book is in the broad and objective picture of the roles of the Euro-
pean powers, an element often absent from historical material at the elementary
school level. This cannot substitute for a textbook, but is good supplemental reading
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for the study of American history; it will probably be best interpreted by the reader
who is already familiar with the outline of events. The illustrations in black and
white are powerful, exciting in feeling, and superb in technique.
Ad Kraus, Robert. Mouse at Sea. Harper, 1959. 31p. illus. $1.95.
4-6
yrs.
The protagonist of I, Mouse tells of his adventures while sailing to Europe. He makes
friends with a mechanical mouse, and together they avert disaster by finding and
stopping a hole in the side of the ship (in Dutch dike style, of course) until human
help arrives. The hero is at times pure mouse, climbing on board via rope; he at
times acts human, sitting in a deck chair or playing shuffleboard. The story is slight,
and some of the tongue-in-cheek humor will appeal more to adults than to children,
but there is considerable appeal in the ridiculous told with dignity.
Ad Langstaff, John M., comp. On Christmas Day in the Morning; illus. by Antony
1-6 Groves-Raines; piano settings by Marshall Woodbridge. Harcourt, 1959.
32p. $3.25.
Four Christmas carols are included, the illustrated texts being followed in each case
by a rather simple piano arrangement. The four titles included are "On Chris-i-mas
Day in the Morning," "Dame, Get Up and Bake Your Pies," "I Saw Three Ships," and
"The Friendly Beasts." Illustrations are intricately detailed in ornate medieval styl-
ing, gay and colorful. Use is limited by the fact that there is not enough music in-
cluded so that the book can be considered a music book.
M Lauber, Patricia. Rufus the Red-Necked Hornbill; illus. by Polly Cameron.
K-2 Coward-McCann, 1958. 40p. $2.50.
A read-aloud picture book based on an actual happening. Rufus escaped from a pet
shop and flew around New York while a man from the ASPCA tried repeatedly to
catch him with a net at the end of a long pole. Rufus was finally caught when he wan-
dered into an open pigeon coop, and was thus eventually delivered to the zoo for which
he was destined. Text and illustrations draw the incident out in a rather repetitious
fashion; since the fictional story reflects, for the most part, real events, it seems un-
necessary to attribute to the bird emotions and purpose of a human variety, and to
present at the same time, the type of newspaper-reporting details that would not ap-
peal to small children.
R Lent, Henry Bolles. Jet Pilot; illus. with official Air Force photographs.
7- Macmillan, 1958. 200p. $3.
In narrative form, this book follows the course of training received by Dick Martin
when he enlists in the U.S. Air Force as an Aviation Cadet. All of the training rou-
tine described is factual and detailed. Explanations of equipment used in training,
and explanations of the program itself are comprehensive and are presented in a
smooth and enjoyable writing style. A useful book for boys who are considering a
career in the Air Force and one that will be of interest to many parents.
Ad Lent, Henry Bolles. Men at Work on the West Coast. Putnam, 1959. 128p.
4-6 illus. $3.
Another volume in the useful series of regional surveys of industries, this time deal-
ing with the states of Washington, Oregon, and California. Photographs illustrate over
twenty sections, each of which describes briefly one industry or product. Some of
these are fresh produce, raisins, almonds, plywood, aluminum, gold, tuna, jet air-
liners, motion pictures, digital computers, and Disneyland. A closing note indicates
the fact that there are niany additional industries flourishing in the west coast states;
the selection of those included appears to be somewhat random: there is no mention,
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for example, of the California wine industry or of walnuts, which are produced and
shipped in quantity. The book is informative but not comprehensive.
Ad Lin, Yu-t'ang. The Chinese Way of Life; illus. by Howard Simon. World,
7-10 1959. 127p. $2.95.
Fourth in the series of books about major cultures of the world, this volume uses
the device of a traveller's view of China in 1930; interspersed with the observations
of a boy named Chu Pin, are reviews of portions of China's history and culture. The
device is abandoned toward the end of the book; indeed, there is no mention of Chu
Pin in the last two chapters. Material is interesting and authoritative, but is poorly
organized both as to topic and chronology: for example, in the chapter on Peking,
the text moves from the travels of Marco Polo to Chu Pin's reaction, back to Marco
Polo, then to early 20th century events, and back to Chu Pin. The same chapter
closes with several pages of text about racial mixtures-not in relation to the dis-
cussion of Peking. A further weakness in the writing is a minor, but distracting, ten-
dency to move back and forth between past and present tenses. Five pages at the
close of the book describe China today; reading list and index are appended, as is a
chronological chart correlating events in Chinese history and events in world history
outside of China.
R Lindquist, Jennie Dorothea. The Little Silver House; pictures by Garth
4-6 Williams. Harper, 1959. 213p. $2.75.
A sequel to The Golden Name Day, in which Nancy Bruce came to live with the
Bensons while her mother was hospitalized with a long illness. This is an equally
charming story of a rural Swedish-American community of the past with the added
appeal of familiar characters. Driving past a small deserted house, silver in the
moonlight, Nancy and her friends become interested in its history and in its fate.
Nancy is happily surprised at the end of the book when the Bensons tell her that she
will be living there with her parents when her mother is well. Peopled with warm
and very real characters, and written with sympathy and simplicity.
Ad Loeb, Robert H. She-Manners; illus. by K. Chin. Association Press, 1959.
9-12 188p. $3.50.
Common-sense in approach, and breezily informal in writing style is this compendi-
um of advice to girls by the author of He-Manners and Date Bait. Mr. Loeb distin-
guishes between the polish of etiquette and the more basic attitudes on which true
manners are based. Discusses personality, dating, entertaining, parent relation-
ships, and sex relationships. Especially good is the section on prejudice and the dif-
ference between acceptance and toleration; but open to criticism is the section on
sex etiquette, which may seem to many adults open to the interpretation that pre-
marital sex experience is not quite reprehensible if it is not promiscuous.
Ad McClung, Robert M. All About Animals and Their Young; written and illus.
4-6 by Robert M. McClung. Random House, 1958. 148p. $1.95.
A book that gives a great deal of information about its topic, although it does not
claim to be comprehensive and cannot be used as a reference source. It is accurate
and well indexed, but very loosely organized. Discusses reproduction, stages of
change in some forms of animal life, gestation, preparation by the parents, and
birth. The protection, training, diet, and homes of the young of many species are
described in informal and readable style.
M McGrath, Thomas. Clouds; illus. by Chris Jenkyns. Melmont, 1959. 32p.
K-2 $2.
Clouds are first described in imaginative terms, then the different kinds of clouds
are discussed in factual terms and their scientific names given. The two aspects
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seem unnecessarily combined in one volume, and the descriptions of types of clouds
are rather slight. Illustrations are adequate as identification, but are not as clear as
might be expected in an informational book, even at the primary reading level.
R Mead, Margaret. People and Places; illus. by W. T. Mars and Jan Fairservis
7- and with photographs. World, 1959. 320p. $4.95.
An exciting book to read, and a handsome book to look at, this exposition of the an-
thropologist's work by an eminent member of the profession is truly a contribution
to literature for young people. Dr. Mead discusses first man's relationship to man,
the meetings of cultures, and the findings of anthropologists in their studies of prim-
itive man. After a section on the methodology of anthropology, studies are presented
of five cultural groups: Ashanti, Balinese, Eskimo, Minoan, and Plains Indians. Draw-
ings and photographs in these studies are particularly striking. The author summa-
rizes the basic concepts shared by all groups of men and, in a provocative final chap-
ter, explores the history of war and peace, and the problems of abolishing hunger,
war, and illiteracy. She discusses communication and human relationships in the so-
ciety of the future; and her calm statements about the need for peace and co-opera-
tion are more moving than an impassioned emotional appeal. This attitude of detach-
ment is, in fact, one of the impressive aspects of the book; it permeates the writing
style and exemplifies for the reader the scientific attitude. Source list, reading list,
and index are appended.
R Merrill, Jean. The Very Nice Things; by Jean Merrill and Ronni Solbert.
K-2 Harper, 1959. 30p. illus. $1.95.
William Elephant found some very nice things one day while he was walking in the
woods; although he and his friends didn't know what the things were for, uses were
found for all the items. Along came a man and put the things (all articles of cloth-
ing) on to show how he used them, but the elephant liked his own way. The bland text
has a gravity that makes the improbable events very humorous, technique and color
in the illustrations are softly pleasing, and the brevity of the story fits well the
slightness of theme.
NR Miller, Warren. The Goings On at Little Wishful; illus. by Edward Sorel.
K-2 Little, 1959. 32p. $2.75.
Little Wishful was across the river from the larger town of Big Booster, and the
Mayor of Little Wishful, Mayor Wishing, was envious of the big new fire engine of
the larger town. So he took half the money set aside for a new playground and bought
a fire engine even larger than the one in Big Booster. It was too large to turn cor-
ners, so the fire engine was given to the children to use as play equipment and a
marvelous time was had by all. The hackneyed plot, in which the old and trusted per-
forms where the new fails, is not helped by the use of names that are cute, or by the
peculiar picture of mayoral behavior and municipal pride. Illustrations are vivid but
are confusing.
M Moore, Nancy. The Sandman Who Lost His Sand; pictures by Edward Leight.
3-5 Vanguard, 1959. 42p. $2.95.
yrs.
A fanciful story, told in rhyme, about the little sandman, Sandy, who lost his sand,
didn't know where it had come from, and couldn't find any more. Nobody in the world
could sleep, and all the children who had first enjoyed sleeplessness were now tired
and whining. Finally some stardust drifted down and into Sandy's bag, and soon the
whole world was asleep. The story is long for reading aloud, the concepts are many
and difficult, and the quality of the rhyming variable, but there is humor in some of
the text and the illustrations are delightful.
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R Mundy, V. M. Brave Journey. Prentice-Hall. 181p. $3.
7-9
The story of a small group of Scottish settlers in the south during the time of the
Revolutionary War; the men had been forced to take an oath of allegiance to the
Crown before disembarking when they first came to the Colonies, and their sympa-
thies were divided between the Royalist and the Patriot causes. The small band of
women and children who plodded on a long wilderness journey to the safety of a plan-
tation faced Indian ambush, attack from wild animals, fatigue, and starvation. They
also were caught up in the tensions brought about by political differences amongst
the few men who marched with them as guards. An absorbing historical adventure
story, with vivid characterization and swift-paced writing style; a welcome variant
from the usual Revolutionary period tale.
R Nash, Ogden. Custard the Dragon; pictures by Linell. Little, 1959. 31p.
4-7 $2.50.
yrs.
An old favorite in new format, the delightful poem about a cowardly dragon. All of
Belinda's pets were brave-except for Custard; ferocious though he looked, all the
dragon wanted was a nice, safe cage. The dog and the cat and the mouse made fun of
him, but Custard only cowered tearfully ... until a terrible pirate appeared. Great
fun, and a joy to read aloud.
R Nesbit, Edith. Five Children and It; illus. by J. S. Goodall. Random House,
5-7 1959. 251p. (Looking Glass Library) $1.50.
First published half a century ago, the durable charms of Mrs. Nesbit's writing are
again available in a new edition. Despite the British idiom and some dated descrip-
tions and illustrations (these are from the 1948 edition) there is a perennial appeal
in the humor and an individuality in the style that supersedes the sentimentality. "It"
is a sand-fairy, or Psammead, who grants one wish a day to the children of a vaca-
tioning family; each wish brings an adventure and each fantastic adventure brings
new woes. Adults will enjoy reading the book to younger children.
M Pederson, Elsa. Victory at Bear Cove; illus. by Edward Shenton. Abingdon,
5-7 1959. 207p. $3.
Told against the background of the Alaskan wilderness is the story of Pete Kalgin,
who lived alone in the woods with his taciturn father. Mr. Kalgin resented the com-
ing of new neighbors, the Nilsson family, as much as Pete welcomed it. Pete studied
with the Nilsson children, but his father would have nothing to do with the people he
considered interlopers-until they showed their friendship by saving the Kalgin prop-
erty when an unscrupulous rascal tried to take it by legal trickery. The story line
is slow, and the characters are flat; writing style is laden with trite phrases; but
some of the descriptions of the wild and lonely country are very effective.
R Quennell, Marjorie (Courtney). Everyday Life in Prehistoric Times; by
7-9 Marjorie and C. H. B. Quennell. Putnam, 1959. 226p. illus. $3.50.
Incorporates and revises two previous books, Everyday Life in the Old Stone Age and
Everyday Life in the New Stone, Bronze and Early Iron Ages. Illustrations have been
added and new material has been introduced smoothly into the text. The chronological
charts that were in the fifth edition (the two volumes cited above, reviewed in the
BULLETIN, Vol. XI, No. 7) are no longer included. A book that may prove as useful
for adults as it is for young people, as an introduction to prehistoric archeology.
NR Radlauer, Ruth Shaw. Of Course, You're a Horse!; illus. by Abner Graboff
4-6 and Sheila Greenwald. Abelard-Schuman, 1959. 61p. $2.95.
yrs.
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A book to be used by adults for the stimulation of rhythmic games and imaginative
play. Illustrations are handsome in bold poster colors. A foreword to adults explains
the purpose of the book and suggests additional devices. Text is written in second per-
son and would demand great skill if read verbatim. Since the text is not suitable for
the inexperienced adult to use without adaptation, the proper audience for the book is
difficult to establish: the limited use seems to be the nursery teacher in a group sit-
uation, but the illustrations are then not really an integral part of the procedure.
Ad Renick, Marion (Lewis). The Tail of the Terrible Tiger; a Football Story;
1-3 pictures by Paul Galdone. Scribner, 1959. 31p. $2.95.
Kenny wanted to play football with the older boys, and they were very patient in the
way they showed him that it was a sport too rough for him-but they gave him a tick-
et to the game. He couldn't see, so he went down to the sidelines where one of the
cheerleaders was dressed as a tiger; Kenny held the tiger's tail and when it came
off, he kept it for admission to the next game. A light-hearted introduction to foot-
ball, in an amusing but not outstanding picture book. The story would be more believ-
able if the illustrations did not show a boy that seems much older than the child in
the story, who acts like a quite small boy.
R Rich, Louise (Dickinson). Mindy. Lippincott, 1959. 188p. $3.
7-10
Mindy Lawler, although she loved the Maine fishing village that was her home, did
not feel ready to marry Caspar Irving and settle down there. The events of the sum-
mer after high school graduation increased Mindy's maturity and formed her resolve
to study medicine; later she would marry Caspar and return to the village to give
much-needed medical service. The life of the village is an important aspect of the
story, but its events affect Mindy realistically rather than overshadowing her per-
sonal development. The other characters are well-drawn and the author does not re-
sort to the stereotypes that often burden teen-age and regional stories.
R Ringwood, Gwen Pharis. Younger Brother; decorations by E. Harper Johnson.
7-10 Longmans, 1959. 213p. $3.50.
A beautifully written and sensitive first novel by a Canadian author. Adolescent Brandt
Merrill's parents had gone on a trip, and Brandt was left on the farm to share the re-
sponsibilities of supervision with the hired man. Mourning his older brother, who had
recently been killed in action in the war, and always conscious of a desire to measure
up to this beloved lost brother, Brandt tried constantly to befriend the people who had
been his brother's friends and to assume some of his brother's responsibilities. One
of the most impressive parts of the book is the depiction of the boy's struggle to de-
cide what is the right, and where truth lies, when he feels that he should take some
action about a nearby Indian family that is in trouble. Brandt is an unforgettable char-
acter: filled with pity and love for people, deeply rooted in the home land, poised be-
tween the doubts of boyhood and the convictions of manhood.
NR Ross, Geraldine. Stop It, Moppitl; pictures by Kurt Werth. Whittlesey House,
3-4 1959. 32p. $2.25.
yrs.
Moppit couldn't do anything right, and he was the despair of all the other rabbits in
Easter Bunny Land. He put names on all the chocolate eggs, but he got them all wrong,
so he was told to deliver them himself. He wrote notes to the children telling them to
find the eggs because he had hidden them, and "The children loved the brand-new
game, and that's how Moppit won his fame !" Since most of the children who hear the
story would very probably think of all Easter Bunnies as those who hide eggs, the fact
that Moppit invented a "new" game may make little impression. The plot is slight and
the verse is halting in places; rhyming often seems contrived.
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R Schloat, G. Warren. Andy's Wonderful Telescope. Scribner, 1958. 48p. illus.
4-5 $2.75.
A simple, clear explanation of the way that telescopes are constructed and of the
processes of reflection and refraction. The first section of the book gives a general
description of the universe about us; the second is devoted to the telescope itself; the
third diagrams some of the familiar constellations and other easily observable phe-
nomena of astronomical interest. Photographs and some diagrams provide profuse
illustrative examples to clarify the text.
M Seiden, Art., illus. 1 2 3. Grosset, 1958. 16p. $1.50.
2-3
yrs.
A tall book with board pages, meant to be used in teaching the preschool child to
count to ten. Each double page has a large numeral and an appropriate number of
dolls, dogs, rabbits, or other familiar figures. The numbers are filled in with a
print design which is attractive in itself but quite confusing as part of a number con-
cept; toys and animals are prettily drawn. The book seems much too elaborate for
its simple purpose, and the decoration of numerals impedes recognition of their
form.
M Seuss, Dr. Happy Birthday to You! Random House, 1959. 55p. illus. $2.95.
K-2
In the nation of Katroo, a specially trained birthday bird comes to take you, on your
birthday, for an eighteen hour round of feasting and festivity. You visit the Birthday
Flower Jungle where the blossoms smell like licorice and cheese, you are serenaded
by Drummers and Zummers in the Palace, and you are served cake by Snookers and
Snookers, the Official Katroo Happy Birthday Cake Cookers. One suggestion in the
text may cause confusion: the idea that, if you'd never been born, you might be a toad
in a tree-or a doorknob-or even a Wasn't. The idea of each child having an extrav-
agantly lavish day, just because he is himself, is appealing; but the humor bogs down
with length of text, repetition of the basic idea in episodes but no real movement, and
contrived use of invented words to achieve rhyme. Illu'strations are unattractive.
NR Shirley Temple's Storybook; prepared under the editorial supervision of
5-6 Josette Frank. Random House, 1959. 215p. illus. $3.95.
Fifteen familiar stories that have been used in a television series are presented here,
primarily in adapted form. Each is illustrated by a different artist, with variable re-
sults. The adaptations retain the details of standard versions and are quite faithful to
the storyline, but they lose the flavor and literary style that has made these tales live
on as favorites. This loss is too significant to make the book acceptable.
NR Smith, William Jay. Puptents and Pebbles; A Nonsense ABC; illus. by Juliet
5-6 Kepes. Little, 1959. 32p. $2.75.
yrs.
Some of the nonsense in this ABC book is humorous, but many of the verses seem de-
void of humor. The verses on several pages are quite contrived, and some of the con-
cepts may prove confusing to small children. The text is hard to read on pages in
which the background is blue. Illustrations are cheerful, and the book has minimal
value as a variant of the many ABC books.
M Snow, Dorothea J. The Secret of the Stone Frog; illus. by Raymond Burns.
4-5 Bobbs-Merrill, 1959. 215p. $2.75.
One of the tourist attractions of Mammoth Spring Park was the stone frog near the
fountain. Billy Joe became interested in the frog-like rock formation when he found
a frog carved on an old chest while he was hunting for evidence that would clear the
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name of one of his ancestors. The search reached a melodramatic climax when Billy
Joe discovered long-lost evidence about a bank robbery in an old cave near the frog.
The plot is complicated by a sesquicentennial pageant, a contest, Billy Joe's unhappy
relationships with the boys in a town where he was a newcomer, and by his appear-
ance on a television show. Writing style is pedestrian and characters have little
depth, but there is some suspense and a fairly logical sequence in building of clues.
R Stern, Philip Van Doren. Secret Missions of the Civil War; First-hand Ac-
10- counts by Men and Women Who Risked Their Lives in Underground Activ-
ities for the North and the South; woven into a continuous narrative by
Philip Van Doren Stern. Rand, 1959. 320p. $5.
An unusual book that will be of interest to the reader who is already acquainted with
the issues and the progress of the war between the states. The author unites with
narrative description the separate original accounts of secret operatives, both Union
and Confederate; the historical narration is distinguished from the documentary ma-
terial by being printed in italics. A section on codes and ciphers is appended. The
selections vary in style; they cover operations in Europe as well as in the United
States; they are always interesting and frequently are exciting.
R Street, Julia Montgomery. Candle Love Feast; illus. by Anna Marie Magagna.
K-2 Coward-McCann, 1959. 35p. $2.75.
A pleasant Christmas book to read aloud. Softly colored pictures illustrate a child's
description of family participation in a Christmas service of the Moravian church.
Coffee and buns are served-but not to the babies; each participant (not the babies,
they might get hurt) holds a candle; and everyone is hushed-except the baby, who
sees a picture of the Child and says "Baby" right out loud. The warmth and simplic-
ity of the text effectively evoke the quiet and the communal spirit of a family Christ-
mas service.
Ad Tabak, May Natalie. A Fish Is Not a Pet; illus. by Roger Duvoisin. Whittlesey
K-2 House, 1959. 32p. $2.50.
When Sally came home from the hospital, her Uncle Rosario promised her a pet in
place of the tonsils she had lost. He brought home a well-equipped fishbowl with a
guppy in it, but Sally told him a fish was not a pet. Next time he brought a parakeet
. . .but Sally told him that a pet had four legs and a tail, so he brought a turtle. Sally
explained that turtles didn't have voices. So Uncle Rosario took Sally out for a ride
when she was well and bought her a black poodle who was a most satisfactory pet.
Gay pictures and a text that is lively and has the reiteration that appeals to small
children, but makes for labored reading aloud. Since the tale has none of the attri-
butes of fancy and is realistic, it would seem that Sally is actually a rather spoiled
child and that Uncle Rosario, the constant giver, is being had.
Ad Thayer, Jane. Little Monkey; illus. by Seymour Fleishman. Morrow, 1959.
4-6 32p. $2.75.
yrs.
Dodo lived on an island in a Paris zoo, and he had a very happy life. One day he de-
cided to evade the keeper at bedtime and the irate man had to chase Dodo until the
little monkey was too sleepy to stay on his high pole and jumped into the keeper's
arms. Albert, the keeper, wasn't really angry-he just tapped Dodo and said, "You
little monkey!" So Dodo didn't stay up all night as he had planned, but he had stayed
up almost all night. Not outstanding, but a pleasant story.




George had been found by a farmer when he was a very small giraffe, and had been
living away from his kind so long that he didn't even know he was a giraffe. George
had long been so tall that he couldn't even get his head in the window, so the farmer
took him back to the woods. George was horrified by the ugly creatures he saw
(other giraffes) and fled back to his home; finally the farmer built a second story to
his house so that the pet giraffe could put his head in to see his family. Bland non-
sense in which George never speaks, but makes his wishes quite clear. His repudi-
ation of his own kind is amusingly told, but his identification with his "family" of hu-
mans is actually a perceptive commentary on what can affect attitude. Simplicity and
gaiety in the style provide a pleasant tale for reading aloud.
R Tindale, Norman B. Rangtira (The High-born); A Polynesian Saga; by Norman
9-12 B. Tindale and Harold A. Lindsay; illus. by Douglas F. Maxted. Watts,
1959. 208p. $2.95.
The story of the first Polynesian migration to New Zealand, told by two Australian
anthropologists. While the writing style is a bit heavy, the wealth of detail incorpo-
rated by the authors as they describe the early days of the Maori people in their new
home makes absorbing reading. The plot is only a vehicle for the information, but it
is adequate; the home island has become too crowded and a picked group-the
Rangatira, or highborn-sails to the wonderful new land of which an old mariner has
told them. Excellent notes are appended, giving additional anthropological, cultural,
and linguistic information.
SpC Tudor, Tasha, illus. And It Was So. Westminster, 1959. 48p. $2.50.
4-5
yrs.
The author has chosen some Biblical passages, illustrating and adapting them for
the understanding of very young children. The drawings are a translation of the text
into characters rather than being literal illustrations: for example, the words "Then
children were brought to Him the He might lay His hands on them and pray," are not
self-explanatory nor are they illuminated by the illustration, which shows a mother
and three children walking. Probably the book will prove useful in nursery groups
within a religious education program.
Ad Varble, Rachel (McBrayer). Beth and Seth; illus. by Doris Reynolds. Double-
7-9 day, 1959. 209p. $2.95.
Historical fiction, set in the early nineteenth century in Kentucky, and centered upon
the building of the famous turnpikes in that period of westward expansion. Uncle An-
drew McAdam had two plans: he wanted to sell his farm and work as a construction
engineer on the national road that was being built in Kentucky, and he hoped to see
the wedding of his niece Beth and his other ward, Seth. The two had been brought up
together, but didn't seem interested in each other; Seth, in fact, fell in love with an-
other girl. The other girl was fickle and Beth was patient, and both of Uncle Andrew's
plans came true. Interesting background, especially in the later part of the book, in
which Beth is living in a toll-house and Seth driving a stage. Writing style is good,
but the references to Negroes are made, in some places, in a fashion that seems un-
necessarily to allude to their race, for example: "When brown Mona came to make
up the bed .. ." or "Following at a more leisurely gait was Negro Cato .. . "
R Villarejo, Mary. The Tiger Hunt; written and illus. by Mary Villarejo. Knopf,
4-7 1959. 32p. $2.75.
yrs.
A fresh and imaginative picture book, with slight but ingenuous text and a surprise
ending. Told in first person is the story of a boy who is invited by a Maharajah to go
on a tiger hunt, after they meet out riding on their elephants. The jungle animals
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helpfully point out the way, but finding a tiger is slow work. The tiger finally shows
up and is shot-with a camera. The last pages show the amateur results: cut-off por-
tions of tiger anatomy. Illustrations are handsome in design and technique.
Ad Wallace, John A. Getting To Know the U.S.S.R.; illus. by Don Lambo. Coward-
3-5 McCann, 1959. 64p. $2.50.
A book about the Soviet Union that is objective in approach and accurate in the factual
material it presents, but is weakened by the interjection of mildly sarcastic comments
about details. For example, "Soviet children are required to study the life of Lenin,
the history of the Communist Party, and other subjects supposed to make them love
their country." American children also study the life of a national hero, and some of
the political history of our revolutionary period may also be "supposed" to generate
love of country. This is an unfortunate note in the writing, because Mr. Wallace is
quite clearly striving for impartiality, and to a large extent succeeds. Illustrations
are inadequate, and there is no clearly marked map. Considerable information about
education and family life is given, but major attention is devoted to the Communist
party and the Communist system.
R Wenning, Elizabeth. The Christmas Mouse; drawings by Barbara Remington.
K-2 Holt, 1959. 48p. $2.95.
A read-aloud picture book that will appeal to some older readers as well. Kaspar was
a very small mouse who lived in the Church of St. Nicholas in an Austrian village.
Kaspar had always dined well on the crumbs from the pockets of Mr. Gruber, the or-
ganist, but Mr. Gruber stopped practicing when the old organ broke down. The hungry
mouse chewed on the bellows, the organ was unusable, and the poor organist couldn't
play the Christmas service; so he played on his guitar a new song he had composed,
to words set by the pastor: a song called "Silent Night." The congregation was pleased,
and the little churchmouse was happy and promptly went off for a holiday snack of bel-
lows. This may not be the authentic origin of the writing of a beloved Christmas song,
but it is a delightful story, the humor of which is echoed in enchanting illustrations.
R Woolley, Catherine. David's Campaign Buttons; illus. by Leonard Everett
3-5 Fisher. Morrow, 1959. 192p. $2.75.
David and his friends had no place to play ball, and the proposed use of some con-
demned property as a recreation center was therefore of great importance to them.
David's parents explained to the boys the way the municipal government worked and
the reasons that they were supporting a particular candidate. The candidate was the
father of one of the boys in the ball club, and all of the members of the club enlisted
with enthusiasm in the campaign. They distributed flyers, had a mock campaign in
school, and worked at election headquarters. The ease and informality of the writing
style make pleasant the rather purposive story; it succeeds in being both informative
and readable. Useful for units on citizenship or community life.
R Wyler, Rose, and Ames, Gerald. The Golden Book of Astronomy; A Child's In-
5-8 troduction to the Wonders of Space; illus. by John Polgreen. Rev. ed.
Golden Press, 1959. 97p. $3.95.
Revised edition of the oversize book published in 1955. The comprehensive, well-
written and lucid material has been brought up to date. Format is almost identical
and textual changes are smoothly incorporated; changes are minimal except for the
concluding sections on space flight, in which a section on man-made moons is in-
serted in place of the section in the 1955 edition called "Rocket Ships-Plans and
Problems," and a new page on the joys of amateur observation is included.


